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Project

The project was to design a non-denominational chapel, while striving to create a sense of spirituality and

reflection through location, form and scale. exploring the relationship between Entry through a portal, Path

and arrival point to the Chapel allowed for the beginning of a spiritual navigation through the site and

Structure.

Final design solution was developed from Parti diagram/model, studies. It symbolizes Isolation through the use of

rectilinear architectural forms that are in contrast to the natural curvilinear site features. The site allows for

a spiritual and humble connection to the vast natural surroundings. Iconic views of the Bend evoke Isolation by

placing them inside the view, ‘shrinking’ them with its size.

The connection between parking, path and building starts the visitor on a journey toward Isolation; initially

heading toward the Cliff edge to the Portal. The Portal is where the structure starts to float and Isolates

itself from the ground. Upon entering the Chapel, the vestibule leads one to the lobby, where one can view

isolates sculptural form on opposite side of the Bend. The Lobby leads one to the sacred space where the tall

ceiling and large glazing facing west focuses a view of the isolated form.

The large supporting structure is FSC Laminated Lumber connected with diagonal bracing topped with a beam

that anchors the structure back to the land. Type IV construction lent itself to some connection details that

allowed for expressive tectonic details where the design emphasized the connections of the supporting structure.

This project was design to utilize sustainable strategies such as Photovoltaic Panels, Rainwater collection and

Natural Daylighting.



 Page, Arizona, United 

States

 Along the Colorado 

River Downstream of 

Glen Canyon National 

Recreation Area.

 Horseshoe Bend 

features some breath-

taking views that 

evokes a Spiritual 

connection to nature. 

The ‘Earth is Bigger 

than oneself’ feeling is 

achieved with the 

enormous eroded 

cliffs. Then from that 

feeling Isolation is 

achieved.

 Placing the rectilinear 

Chapel Structure 

along the rim of the 

Bend allows for the 

best single point view 

of the entire Bend. The 

stark contrast of the 

form Isolates the 

architecture from its 

surroundings.

Location and Site



Horseshoe Bend, Arizona 

The Colorado River eroded away what once 

was a level plane and isolated this piece of 

land showing a natural representation of 

Isolation.

These images show how isolated

people can be within such a vast 

landscape and how feeling isolated 

can provide a place for meditation 

and reflection.

Natural Inspiration



Architectural Inspiration

Shell by ARTechnic, Japan

The design by 

ARTechnic, 

Architects was a 

pleasant find while 

researching ideas for 

this design. The 

organization of the 

site with how the 

tree, to how the 

design, while 

surrounded by trees 

is Isolated from its 

environment. The 

project evokes an 

emotion of Isolation 

and a serene place 

for reflection
This project 

evokes an emotion 

of Isolation, and 

allows for a 

serene place for 

reflection



• The exploration of how erosion creates 

Isolation

• Inspiration will come from how nature erodes 

solid masses to create isolated forms.

• The goal will be examining how 

architecture can create the same 

feeling of Isolation by contrasting 

these natural lines with pure 

rectilinear forms.

Design Concept



Diagram Parti Model v2

Studying v1, allowed for a focus on the scale of objects 

within the Parti that would transition into a portal

Parti Development

Parti Model v1 Final Parti Model



Study Model

Diagram Study Model

After studying the various Parti models, those 

developed into the initial Portal Sketch & Design

Portal Development



Portal Model v1

After study of the First 

Iteration, the realization was 

that it should be more 

Asymmetrical and have increased 

representation of isolation

Portal Development



Final Portal Model v2

After study of the v1 model, it 

felt that in order to achieve a 

stronger concept of isolation, 

that the Portal needed to be more 

rectilinear to contrast the 

natural curvilinear lines of 

Horseshoe Bend and heighten the 

Isolated feeling that this design 

evokes. 

Portal Development



Rectilinear Form – Use of Heavy Timber construction to 

Isolate Chapel from natural curvilinear features of the 

site. 

Grid Organization – To accentuate the rectilinear form 

for the Structure.

Southern Vertical Glazing – Take advantage of views, but 

also to promote enlightenment and reflection with vast 

views of the location. 

Height – Southern side of Chapel taller than the 

Northern side to give the occupant a secluded feeling 

and provide a frame of the vast natural surroundings 

and allow one to connect spiritually with themselves

Diffused Lighting - in Chapel space using Natural 

Daylighting as well as establishing a connection to the 

site from within the Chapel space.

Design Principles



The Chapel had specific program requirements, 

the diagram organized program pieces and 

provided an initial Visual Aid for the layout. 

Which then can be applied to more Plan oriented 

drawing

Chapel Program Development



The rectilinear form -> 

Works well with a Grid 

organization, contrasting 

the curvilinear landscape 

that it occupies.

<- Chapel Floor Plan 

based from the Bubble 

Diagram. Assigning room 

dimensions and square 

footage to spaces. 

Floor Plan Grid OrganizationSpace & Circulation

Chapel Diagrams



Chapel Plans

 Floor Plan

Going with a 

rectilinear form lent 

itself to a grid 

organization.

Bldg. section 

A section through 

the Sacred space 

and lobby shows 

the Form of the 

Chapel.



Chapel Hand Delineation

west Elevation

Interior Perspective

Exterior Perspective

Southern Elevation



Chapel Renderings

South western 

Perspective

North 

Western 

Perspective

Outdoor 

Gathering

Night time 

Perspective


